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SUMMARY 
 
In European economy, regional disparities persist as un-equalities in economic 
performances, like differences among the values of standard macroeconomic indicators.  
Disparities exist in regional economic areas ascribed to peripherally – measured by the 
distance from the main centers of population and economic activity – and/or to a high level of 
dependence on declining sectors (mainly “mature industries”). They are measured in the 
statistics of disparities with such index as: general economic background (measured by GDP 
per capita and labour productivity), employment (employment rate, employment rate of older 
workers), innovation and research (youth education attainment level by gender, gross 
domestic expenditure on R&D), economic reform (comparative price levels, business 
investment), social cohesion (at risk-of-poverty rate after social transfers, long-term 
unemployment rate, dispersion of regional employment rates), environment (greenhouse gas 
emissions, energy intensity of the economy, volume of freight transport relative to GDP). 
[Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal] 
 The response to the disparities lies into the Regional European Policies, explicitly 
designed to reduce them and to strengthen the regional cohesion [EU Commission 
Communication]. This challenge is stronger while the European enlargement is underway, 
and it brings together countries with even wider inter-regional variances in all domains, and 
simultaneously, the gaps are expected to become more numerous.  
 The general economic trend to specialization is affecting the regional development by 
deepening this process and producing consequently the need for co-operation among the 
beneficiary; this way, the productivity gets increased, it is gained experience and skills are 
developed to a more and more narrow area of activities. The benefits of specialization are a 
microeconomic problem, while the loss brought by it affects a larger area, by wasting the 
competitiveness on global raise to a top welfare in all branches.  
 Answering disparities is a matter of costs: this funding constitutes investments in 
knowledge, various infrastructures, efforts to reduce communication and transmission costs, 
in gaining cohesion through the exchange and diffusion of scientific and technological 
knowledge. 
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